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Abstract. Effective safety is vital to a school’s reputation and the overall achievement and educational
quality a student receives. Managing safety at school is the responsibility of everyone, but is commonly seen
as an expensive and bureaucratic process, with low efficiency in terms of safety improvement. This paper
suggests a Lean thinking approach could be utilized to cut waste and improve safety and presents a case
study at a private school in Thailand. Results are preliminary, showing an assessment of the current safety
situation in the school. The paper concludes by proposing a conceptual framework based Lean principles to
improve safety and related processes.
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1. Introduction and Background
Effective child safety is vital to a school’s reputation (CPCR, 2007), and ultimately to students achieving
their educational potential. Despite this, school safety is often seen as a challenging mix of wasteful
protocols and expense. Bureaucracy, inefficiency and costs are commonly associated with managing and
improving safety, and this is particularly so for schools, where time and budgetary constraints put pressure
on organizational processes. These issues are exacerbated by the intangible aspects of effective child safety,
and the often indeterminate cost benefit ratio of implementing safety related suggestions. In Thailand, where
frameworks and policies for child safety are still developing, one of the most common issues is schools
becoming overwhelmed with ideas and suggestions regarding child safety. This paper proposes a new
approach to manage school safety issues using philosophies and principles of Lean thinking. The paper
leverages a case study from a school in Thailand to show how Lean thinking might be utilized to develop a
new system for managing child safety in schools.

1.1. Child Safety in Schools
Child safety refers to a state where there is no threat or danger to a child within the home or at school
(Action for Child Protection, 2003). Schools represent an environment fundamentally envisaged for children
and child safety in schools has therefore been an issue of worldwide debate (Benbenishty & Astor, 2008). In
promoting school safety, focus should be on ensuring physical wellbeing, environmental hygiene and road
safety. If these factors are fulfilled, schools might be judged as providing a safe environment (CPCR, 2007).
Literature shows school safety is a significant issue and in response to this, a well-developed health and
safety culture has emerged in many countries (Health and Safety Commission, 1993). Despite this, while
child safety is of concern in Thailand, there is no formal framework for dealing with safety in schools and it
therefore represents an emerging issue in Thailand. A survey involving schools in Bangkok reported that 90%
of parents see child safety as a critical issue (CSIP, 2007) and school safety can be considered integral to
improve school quality (e.g. Furlong & Morrison, 1994). As well as safety issues per se, schools must also
consider potential loss of parent satisfaction and trust associated with safety, which can be difficult to regain
if lost. For private schools, this may result in fewer students, and could affect financial sustainability. This is
corroborated by research illustrating that school safety varies considerably among different school types
(Laflamme & Menekel, 2000).
To avoid problems caused by child safety, school administrators often use a system to elicit suggestions
from stakeholders for the purposes of improving child safety and parental trust. As a result, school
administrators identify safety issues and find appropriate solutions. Collecting suggestions from parents
allows schools to address their concerns and action their suggestions; however addressing school safety also
has significant limitations. Some suggestions are expensive in terms of time and effort for implementation
and require the involvement of key school stakeholders (teachers, staff and parents). Addressing child safety
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can also be a costly endeavor; data drawn from various sources showed the estimated cost of child safety in
the US was $103.8 billion in 2007(Wang & Holton, 2007). In addition, money, time and effort may have no
impact in terms of solving school safety issues. Implementing a safety suggestion system based on the
principles of Lean thinking therefore has potential to improve child safety in schools.

1.2.

Lean thinking and reconfiguring organizational processes

Lean thinking is a methodology and philosophy originating in the Japanese car manufacturing industry
to provide a focused approach for continuous improvement (Womack & Jones, 1990). More recently, the
term ‘Lean thinking’ has been recognized to signify a shift in the application of Lean, from solely
manufacturing, to a more general philosophy, which can be applied to improve service and quality in any
organizational process. Lean thinking is a process reengineering methodology (Radnor, 2010) and in
considering Lean for process reconfiguration, research found the American health care system facing poor
coordinated processes and enormous waste (Dart, 2011). The application of Lean thinking to health care
systems is a common theme in the literature (e.g. Chalice, 2007), with enhanced patient care and decreased
costs being common tenets of such research. The primary philosophy of Lean involves eliminating waste and
unnecessary actions, and linking all steps that create value (Womack & Jones, 1996). Examples of Lean
thinking utilization in the health care sector, and the general principles of eliminating waste and improving
customer satisfaction suggest Lean thinking is well suited for application to safety in schools.

2. Case Study and Methods
2.1.

Case Study

To test the application of Lean thinking to school safety, a case study was utilized within a private school
in northern Thailand. The school runs kindergarten and primary level education programs, with 1,260
students on roll (410 kindergarten and 850 primary students), and 97 teachers and staff. The school is well
known among parents in its catchment area, and has been operational for 25 years. When choosing a private
school, parents visit to explore, search for information about education management and pay considerable
attention to safety (Trump, 2012). The school selection process within the private education sector thus
provides a financial impetus to ensure safety.

2.2.

Method

This research is currently in progress, and at a conceptual rather than completed stage. There are four
methodological steps in applying Lean to school safety, as shown in Figure 1. This paper outlines the first
three steps, with the fourth step being the domain of future work. Each step was associated with the five key
principles of Lean, as identified by Womack and Jones (1996). These five key principles were split into key
practical steps, as exemplified by the healthcare literature (e.g. Radnor et al., 2012). The steps were:
Identification and Assessment: Identifying the value of safety derived by customers (the students).
Assessment: Identifying existing waste and inefficiency.
Improvement: Designing a framework to challenge waste, standardize according to best practice,
innovate and focus to banish waste and inefficiency.
Monitoring (future work): Measure and analyze performance to check and continuously improve it.

Figure 1: Steps to apply Lean thinking to school safety.

Step 1: This step identified and assessed the value of safety as derived by customers (students) to
understand current inefficiencies and waste in the process of managing school safety. The current safety
situation was assessed by investigating the number of accidents or injuries occurring in the school. In this
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research, the meaning of safety is split into three aspects (physical wellbeing, environmental hygiene and
road safety). Data were collected from the school’s accident record over three semesters (2nd semester 2010,
1st semester 2011 and 2nd semester 2011). The objective of collecting such data was to understand the
current status of safety to gain insight into the significance of safety at the school, and to provide a
benchmark against which a future Lean implementation can be measured in terms of its effectiveness.
Step 2: This step assessed and understand the waste and inefficiencies related to the current suggestion
system for school safety. In the case study, the safety suggestion system is considered the primary
mechanism for managing and improving safety and was thus the focus for Lean implementation. This step
gathered data using records over the same three semesters defined in step 1. To implement Lean thinking
within the school suggestion system, there was a need to understand current costs, waste and inefficiency,
therefore a crucial part of the data collection at this stage was also interviews with staff and teachers.
Step 3: Improvement to the safety suggestion system required design of a new system based on Lean
thinking principles. This in turn required a review of appropriate literature, and assessment of Lean thinking
to understand how the current situation of child safety and the suggestion system itself could be improved.
Lean principles strive to eliminate waste, minimize inventory, maximize flow, pull production from
customer demand, achieve customer requirements, do things right the first time, empower workers, design
for rapid changeover, team-up with suppliers, and create a culture of continuous improvement (Womack &
Jones, 1990). In transposing these principles to school safety, the main goal becomes eliminating waste, and
in this study, Lean is used to filter safety suggestions solicited from different stakeholders at the school. The
three key principles of Muda, Muri and Mura (described in section 3.4) are therefore integrated into a
proposed Lean framework to improve the school’s safety suggestion system.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Current safety situation (Lean principle: Identification and Assessment)

In the 2nd semester 2010, there were 22 cases relating to physical wellbeing, 8 cases of environmental
hygiene and 0 cases of road safety. In the 1st semester 2011, there were 40 cases related to physical wellbeing,
2 cases of environmental hygiene and zero cases of road safety. In the 2nd semester 2011, there were 19 cases
of physical wellbeing, 6 cases of environmental hygiene and 0 cases of road safety. Over three semesters, a
total of 97 incidents occurred, given the number of students, the overall accident rate was 7.6 %.

3.2．Effectiveness of the current safety suggestion system (Lean principle: Assessment)

Parents and staff currently send their safety suggestions via the channels provided, which are face to face,
telephone, e-mail, letters and Facebook. The current suggestion system and its success rate for the three
semesters is outlined in Figure 2.
Source of Suggestions
Parents
(974)

Channels
Face-to-Face
Telephone

Total suggestions
277
331

Successful suggestions
94
94

Success rate (%)
34
28

148

54

36

E-mail
Letter

Teachers/
Staff
(903)

57

17

30

Facebook

161

64

40

Meeting

351

104

30

Web-blog

178

66

37

Telephone

114

49

43

E-mail

94

22

23

Letter

24

2

8

Facebook

83

30

36

Suggestion cards

59

20

34

Figure 2: Safety related suggestions and success rate over three semesters

The average success rate for all channels over the three semesters is 31.5 %. This is relatively low, and
indicates the majority of safety related suggestions are unsuccessful, which underlining the current
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inefficiencyy and barrierrs to implem
menting succcessful safety
y measures in the schoool. More im
mportantly, itt
highlights inefficiency in processing the large numbers
n
of suggestions elicited from
m different channels
c
andd
sources.

3.3. Propposed framework usinng Lean conncepts (Leaan principle: Improveement)

Figuree 3: Proposedd framework for
f Lean Child
d Safety Suggeestion Management.

The prooposed Lean framework (Figure 3) iss based aroun
nd the three principles off Muda, Murri and Mura..
Muda refers to waste and
a is thus thhe central prrinciple of Lean
L
(Weigel, 2000). Muuda as applieed to schooll
w
activvities, and more
m
specificcally eliminaating waste in the safety
y suggestionn
safety, is elliminating wasteful
system by reducing
r
dow
wn the numbeer of suggesttions, which have no imppact on safetyy. This will be achievedd
through thee applicationn of Mura, a Lean conccept associatted with uneevenness (W
Weigel, 2000
0). Reducingg
unevenness means standdardizing, annd making prrocesses efficcient. As appplied to schoool safety, Mura
M
will aim
m
methods of so
orting usefull
to standardiize the proceess of elicitiing suggestioons as well as the efficiiency and m
suggestionss from those with no appparent safetyy benefits. Lastly,
L
the framework
fr
considers Mu
uri, the thirdd
component of Lean thiinking, and associated with
w
excessiive strain. As
A related too school safe
fety, Muri iss
d
f
feasible
sugggestions baseed on difficu
ulty of impleementation inn terms of the
t effect onn
applied to distinguish
workload (E
Ehab & Salim
m, 2010). Too implement the framewo
ork, a team or
o committeee will then be
b identified..
Rules and regulations
r
w be estabblished and everyone
will
e
in the organizaation must bbe informed of the Leann
suggestion system (Likker, 2004). Next a systtem should be set up to
t gather annd record id
deas and thee
committee will
w analyze all suggestioons accordingg to Lean priinciples.

4. Limittations an
nd Future work
Applyinng a philosopphy originatiing in the caar manufactu
uring industryy to a schooll environmen
nt may seem
m
misguided or inappropriate, but thhe auto induustry has been, and rem
mains fundam
mental, not just to how
w
manufactureers create thhings, but thee way organiizations and society operrate in termss of living, working,
w
andd
thinking (W
Womack & Jones,
J
1990)). Adapting and transpo
osing Lean thhinking to a school env
vironment iss
challengingg, as is the geenesis and im
mplementatioon of the Lean
n frameworkk. However, initial resultss and furtherr
developmennt of the appproach suggeest school saafety is an arrea which coould benefit considerably
y from Leann
thinking, particularly
p
i Thailand where littlee governmeent guidancee exists on safety in schools,
in
s
andd
particularly in the privaate educationn sector wherre safety can
n also determ
mine the finaancial health of a school..
The research presented so far is concceptual, withh future work
k moving tow
wards practiccal implemen
ntations.

5. Concllusion
This stuudy has preesented preliminary research and highlighted pootential for the applicatiion of Leann
thinking to school safetty. The research initiallyy aimed to understand
u
c
current
safetyy managemeent of a casee
study in a school
s
chosenn, followed by
b identifyinng current in
nefficiencies of the suggeestion system
m and finallyy
proposing a new safetyy suggestion framework based
b
on Leean thinking principles. D
Data was collected from
m
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the school’s accident books and records of suggestions over three semesters together with staff and teacher
interviews. Results showed incidents affecting child safety in the school, but more importantly, revealed
suggestions offered by parents and other stakeholders were inefficient. Future work will focus on
implementation of the Lean safety management system and monitoring the proposed framework to
continuously improve safety suggestions and ultimately enhance safety in schools.
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